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Abstract
Spurred by antiquarianism and the quest for a pan-Celtic, non-classical mythology, two infamous translators and forgers sparked influential and prolific artistic production in the late 18th and early 19th centuries. James Macpherson (1736-1796) and his Ossian provided fuel to the fire stoked by Napoleon Bonaparte for a new imperial art, and Edward Williams (Iolo Morganwg, 1747-1826) contributed to an ardent cultural revival in Wales. Both writers have garnered renewed scholarly attention in recent decades, mostly focused on uncovering the genuine Celtic and medieval sources from which they so liberally borrowed. However, scant attention has been paid to the art inspired by Macpherson and Morganwg, especially in comparison with each other. Often art media featuring neo-Celtic bards are broadly categorized together under the term “Early Romanticism.” While there are meaningful parallels in the art of Napoleonic France and the art of the Welsh Celtic Revival, understanding their differences offers valuable insights and a more sophisticated view of the period to which they belonged. Both nations were experiencing tremendous but totally different upheavals, yet their artists used mirroring subject matter to express popular sentiments. Why was the Bard such a popular, and indeed political, figure in the art of France and Wales? In this paper, I offer a comparative analysis of the Bard viewed through the lens of the paintings, poetry, music and sculpture of French Ossianism and the Welsh Celtic Revival. Artists of both nations were inspired to use the Bard as a conduit to express social and civic flux, nationality, and liminality, but to different ends. Ultimately, the Bard was an artistic implement for nation building in both France and Wales, but the differences illuminate the historical contexts of each. By closely examining and contrasting the Bard as a singular subject matter in art, this study offers a new perspective on this under-explored part of European art history.
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Introduction
“Raise, ye bards, the song!” James Macpherson, The Poems of Ossian
Two of history’s most devoted antiquarians and notorious forgers were born at the right time for their talents: James Macpherson (1736-1796) in Scotland and Edward Williams (1747-1826), better known by his bardic name, Iolo Morganwg, of Wales. James Macpherson’s heroes, Fingal and Ossian, attracted the attention of the scholarly community in Britain, and captured the imagination of Napoleon Bonaparte (1769-1821) in France. Iolo Morganwg’s poetic verse, manuscripts and recreation of bardo-druidic rituals made its way into the Welsh heart, and informed Welsh identity. In Wales the revival of its medieval bardic and druidic heritage worked as a unifying force to spark Welsh pride and nationalism at a time of oppression due to English prejudice. By contrast, French Ossianism was not a revivalist movement; it was a purely 19th century one. Ossianic and bardic subjects gave French artists a thematic outlet to explore romantic fantasies through a northern European mythological subject matter, in accordance with imperial tastes and trends. In both Wales and France, the Bard in art was a figure of liminality and nationalism, reflecting how each country, in different ways, was transforming. By focusing on artistic depictions of bards, a more nuanced interpretation of the prevailing moods, political situations and national sentiment of both Wales and France is offered in this study. A scholarly treatment of the Bard in both France and Wales as a contrasting symbol has not been undertaken to date, and some of the artworks considered in this paper have never been studied in this fashion. There are also striking similarities between both cultural movements that prove just as insightful as the differences. I provide a new view of the twin neo-Celtic zeitgeist viewed through the prism of a singular and fascinating subject matter: The Bard.

The intense desire to discover/recover a pan-Celtic, valorous past on a par with Homeric epics and the Greco-Roman pantheon was a movement of the heart as much as the head. The desire was deeply felt, an effect of the identity-building of Europe in the long 19th century. It was answered with excellent scholarship in folklore, linguistics and history, but also by the ultimately fanciful and imaginative creation of fictional narratives. In Germany the *Nibelungenlied*, a collection of folk songs and tales was published circa 1800, in Finland Elias Lönnrot’s version of the *Kalevala* was published in 1835, in Paris Prosper Mérimée invented a Balkan poet, Hyacinthe Maglanovich in the 1820s, to name only a handful of examples. Impelled perhaps as much by passion as by profit, forgers claiming false source material also provided what society craved most: an epic past intrinsic to northern Europe on equal footing with the classical world. As described recently by Frances Fowle, European Celticism in the 18-20th centuries drew from
“the discoveries of archaeologists and antiquarians, linguists and social anthropologists; it was, at
least initially, an attempt by artists to regain contact with their primitive cultural roots and
emulate a bygone age.”

Celticism grew from a nostalgic longing for romance and heroism with
a northern flair, in part a reaction against the intense rationalism of the Enlightenment and its
radical advancements. There are two reasons why Macpherson’s and Iolo’s forgeries and
translations are exceptional: 1) their early publication dates position them as the forerunners of
all that would come after them, and 2) they provided the impetus for art production in France and
Wales, respectively. The focus of this study is on Macpherson and Iolo’s mythologies, their
spectacular impact on the culture and art of France and Wales, and how they interrelate and
contrast, to provide new insights into the socio-historical developments of the time.

James MacPherson’s Ossian and Iolo Morganwg’s bardic revivals have been treated as
footnotes to contemporary historical movements rather than as the substantial, influential and
important developments to which textual sources, literature, art and music attest. Recent
scholarship has reassessed Macpherson’s Gaelic sources and Morganwg’s essential place in
Welsh nation-building. Both men made use of a considerable amount of bone fide Celtic source
material, albeit dressed up in sweeping romanticism and fancy. Both men also were instrumental
in bringing serious scholarly attention to Celtic poetry and culture at a crucial time. What has not
been fully investigated are the compelling parallels between these sister movements, a
connection made artistically in the image of the Bard in paintings, sculpture, poetry and opera. A
passing familiarity with artistic visions of the Bard in the late 18th and early 19th centuries in
France and Wales may broadly lump them together as neo-Celtic, early Romantic imaginings,
but a closer critical reading reveals the totally different roles of the Bard in both nations. Why
was the Bard an ideal figure to articulate the socio-political situations in France and Wales?
Secondly, in Wales the Bard endured in various iterations, whereas in France the Bard virtually
died with Napoleon. Why did the Bard survive with such longevity in Wales, and with such
brevity in France as an artistic subject?

Gaelic poetry, James Macpherson and Ossian

In 1707, the Parliament of the Kingdom of Scotland was disbanded and incorporated into
the Parliament of Great Britain. Stripped of its monarchy and parliament, Scottish society sought
new ways to differentiate itself from its Anglican neighbors through scholarship and a revival of
indigenous songs, poems and histories. “Enlightenment Edinburgh” was led by luminaries such as Allan Ramsay (1686-1758), who worked tirelessly to revive the Scottish literary past. He had a vision of a new Scottish nationalism centered on its Gaelic history, which Jeff Strabone described as: “[an] emerging world of polite Scottish readers in the age of print: that they would develop a taste for long-dead poets presented anew in bardic garb.” Between 1724-1727 Allan Ramsay published *The Ever Green: being a Collection of Scots Poems wrote by the Ingenious before 1600*, which reproduced portions of *The Bannatyne Manuscript*, a 16th-century compilation of Scottish poems. This contributed greatly to the study of medieval Scottish literature and revival of vernacular culture. Ramsay’s work was not a direct translation of the source documents however, as he also embellished or transformed the text for a modern audience and included two of his own poems. Nevertheless, his imaginative contributions were forgiven because he could point to a physical manuscript as his source.

In 1761 when James Macpherson announced his discovery of the long-lost poetry of Ossian from the third century, its fantastic “antiquity” snagged headlines and turned heads. He published *Fingal, an Ancient Epic Poem in Six Books, together with Several Other Poems composed by Ossian, the Son of Fingal, translated from the Gaelic Language* months later, with *The Works of Ossian* following in 1765. They were presented as a collection of Gaelic tales, written in episodic poetic prose with little circumstantial references. The stories concern heroes, battles and sentimental lovers, often tragic, and the shadowy landscape is as much a character as the dramatis personae. The leading men are loosely derived from Irish and Scottish mythology, whereas many of the women are Macpherson’s inventions. The text is theatrical, dignified and tragic, a contributor to early Romanticism in its appeal to emotions and sentimentality. The Celts are presented as noble savages in a classical Roman world, with vague allusions to Roman emperors, as in Macpherson’s “Comala: a Dramatic Poem.” Macpherson indiscriminately borrowed from Irish and Scottish sources without attribution or discernment and produced a muddled mixture of Celtic and Romantic themes.

Academics were immediately skeptical of Ossian’s purported antiquity, particularly because Macpherson never produced the manuscripts from which he translated the stories. With Ramsay as the standard to compare against Macpherson’s work, his sources seemed shaky indeed. Welshman Lewis Morris doubted the validity of Macpherson’s stories, stating: “If they were handed down by illiterate shepherds or minstrels, without rhyme or numbers, pray what
was the bondage that kept the words together? Samuel Johnson led the scholarly opposition, and within fifty years Ossian and Fingal were deemed the creations of Macpherson, albeit alluring and convincing creations. Recent scholarship however has closely reviewed The Poems of Ossian and found that in fact much of it has authentic Gaelic origins. As Paul F. Moulton wrote: “Most modern scholars on the subject now agree that the majority of the poems are based on genuine, ancient Gaelic poetry, but that Macpherson’s claim he had found a lost epic was overly ambitious.” The nearly instantaneous dismissal of Macpherson’s Gaelic sources was a reaction against his method of collecting source material, which relied on traditional songs, ballads, and hand-me-down stories. He also embellished the source material with grandiloquent flourishes, what Derick S. Thomson coined “Macphersonic touches.” Macpherson’s poems were therefore liberal translations of a largely oral tradition, many of which can be corroborated with Gaelic sources, but which are so conflated with florid inventions as to make it nearly impossible to tease out the Celtic from the Romantic.

Despite the critical rejection of Macpherson’s professed scholarship in academic circles, Ossianic tales proved a modernist vehicle to express nostalgia, primitivism, and affairs of state. Beyond Scotland’s borders, Ossianism was hungrily devoured by European and American audiences, as it readily fed the “sense of primitivism and sentimentality that had been stimulated by earlier anti-rationalist statements,” as Paul J. Degategno has argued. In 1777, Pierre le Tourneur translated Macpherson’s publications into French, and in France Ossianism took on a new life. Fingal and Macpherson’s other Ossianic stories enjoyed imperial support from Napoleon Bonaparte; it was rumored he kept a copy of Ossian’s works by his side while campaigning, and in his later life in exile on St. Helena he would read passages aloud to his men. Playing to Napoleon’s tastes, musicians and artists created works with overtly Ossianic themes. More than two hundred contemporary musical pieces reference Ossian, with varying levels of success. In 1804, composer Jean-Francois le Suer wrote and produced an opera, Ossian, ou Les Bards, theatrically presenting Macpherson’s stories through song and drama. It was performed first at the Académie Impériale de Musique, supported by Napoleon, and enjoyed hundreds of performances over many years. Le Suer’s opera created such a sensation that Napoleon publicly congratulated him and made him a chevalier of the Légion d’Honneur, the grandest honor for a French civilian that included a lifelong pension.

In one of the most memorable scenes in the opera, bardic druids and a choir with twelve
Williams

harps welcome the sunrise, in a fantastical re-imagining of a Celtic past. Annelies Andries argued that le Sueur’s opera was an emphatic exercise in uniting the arts in the service of nation-building, “…crafted to pay tribute to the political achievements of France’s new ruler, Napoleon, and capitalised on his enthusiasm for James Macpherson’s ‘translations’ of the epic poems of Ossian.” The opera was certainly the product of its era: despite its Celtic inspiration, there are few Gaelic references anywhere in Les Bards. The actors wore classically Grecian dress reminiscent of the public festivals of the Revolution which served to unite the people under the ideals of the new government. As Christopher Smith noted, “the Gaelic becomes Gallic to respond to French nationalism and religiosity.” Here the bard becomes a peculiarly French creation, reflecting the taste of the nation’s rulers and the search for a mythology all their own by the French people. The enigmatic nature of the Bard allowed for nearly any interpretation and was open to any symbolic purpose. Murky historicity allowed the Bard to readily absorb sociopolitical intentions as an artistic symbol. In Napoleonic France, Ossian and the Bard stood as northern European versions of Homer’s heroes, a mythology as old and grand as classical antiquity. Ossianism in France, therefore, was an outlet for the imaginative fixation on a fabled Celtic past, a mode of political demonstration, and distinctly Napoleonic. Ossianism was also perhaps a move toward legitimizing the social upheaval of contemporary France. The paradigm-shattering revolutions of the last century and Napoleon’s rigorous new vision for France left the old world, defined by the Roman Empire and Catholicism, behind. By drawing on a more ancient, indigenous past, Ossianism provided a “new” history that better represented the aspirations of Le Consulat.

Legions of painters were inspired by the Poems of Ossian, but for this study only two oil paintings will be examined. The first is Anne-Louis Girodet’s excessively titled The Ghosts of French Heroes, Killed in the Service of Their Country, Led by Victory, Arrive to Live in the Aerial Elysium Where the Ghosts of Ossian and his Valiant Warriors Gather to Render to Them in their Voyage of Immortality and Glory a Festive of Peace and of Friendship (1802) (Fig. 1). This was one of a pair of paintings commissioned to adorn a public reception room at Josephine and Napoleon’s palace, Malmaison, outside Paris. Every decorative element at Malmaison was chosen specifically to convey a message, from Josephine’s beloved swan motifs to Napoleon’s canopied war room. Today, Malmaison’s preserved rooms stand like the set of an abandoned stage play, awaiting the entrance of actors to bring it to life. The set is now peopled only by the
figures in the paintings, which Ossian haunts like an elusive phantom. In this context, Girodet’s painting presents the viewer with a vision of the lofty, militaristic aspirations, sentimental imaginings, and artistic ambitions that once emanated from the center of Napoleon’s universe.

Anne-Louis Girodet’s luminous painting features Ossian in the center welcoming the recently fallen commanders of Napoleon’s legions to the realm of the honored dead. His purpose was described to Napoleon thus: “I have tried to trace the apotheose des héros for whom France mourns.”31 Apotheosis, fallen heroes and eulogies are hallmarks of Greco-Roman culture, but the painting also incorporates the modern and Ossianic in a wild synthesis.32 Appearing more Homeric than druidic, Ossian tenderly offers an embrace to the fallen commander General Desaix as a son returning.33 Surrounding them are other fallen soldiers from all ranks of the
military. Most of the men were former soldiers easily recognizable to a contemporary audience. Above them flies the allegorical vision of Liberty, holding aloft a caduceus of peace and an honorary bundle of palm fronds, crowned with the Gallic cock. The painting is filled with spiritual flesh, lit by an ethereal, dazzling light reflective of the starry heavens. Intangible, glowing orbs are stars, placing the setting in the night sky, somewhere between the Christian heaven, Nordic Valhalla and Elysium. The painting presents a sea of human forms, a concentration of fantastical characters from ancient and modern phantasmagoria. The Maids of Morven, wrapped loosely in diaphanous veils, act as a pearly wave wafting the heroes to the starlit sky, their eyes adoringly trained on Napoleon’s commanders. The painting echoes Macpherson’s language: florid, heroic, aspirational, and poetic. Fallen heroes in an astral plane lit by moonlight are images derived directly from Macpherson’s text:

“Rise, moon, thou daughter of the sky! Look from between thy clouds; rise, that I may behold the gleam of his steel on the field of his promise. Or rather let the meteor, that lights our fathers through the night, come, with its red beam, to show me the way to my fallen hero.”

This is a plea uttered by Comala, princess of the Orkney Isles, forlorn atop a hill waiting for Fingal to return from battle. Both the painting and textual images are romanticized fuel for heroism in battle and the noble pursuit of nation-building in Napoleonic France.

Through the medium of mythologic al and spiritual subject matter centered on the Bard, Girodet’s painting includes overtly political messages. The Gallic rooster shelters the dove of peace, protecting it from the retreating Austrian eagle, alluding to Bonaparte’s victory over the Austrians in 1800. The painting is a direct allusion to the festivals celebrating the peace treaty signed at Lunéville, equally inspired by neoclassical and neo-Celtic imagery. Or, as more pointedly stated by Albert Boime, Ossian served “to lend an air of mystery and enchantment to the sordid realities of Napoleon’s imperialism.” Bonaparte’s military leaders are welcomed as victorious heroes like Fingal into a fantastic moonlit paradise. Their campaigns and militaristic advances are accordingly recognized as sanctified and similar in spirit to those in age-old mythologies, justifying through mythological means the aggressive conquest of neighboring nations.

The second Ossianic painting, by Jean-Auguste-Dominique Ingres, titled Dream of Ossian of 1813 (Fig. 2), was commissioned for the ceiling of one of the rooms in the Quirinal Palace in Rome, where it did not reside long before being returned to the artist. The subject
Figure 2. Jean Auguste Dominique Ingres, *Dream of Ossian* (1813).

 matter was inspired by the ending of Macpherson’s “The War of Inis-thona.” The composition presents a dreaming Ossian surrounded by a cloud of ancestral phantoms. Ossian’s late wife, Everallin, breaches the gap between living and dead with a gentle touch to his elbow, flanked by their lost son Oscar on the right. Residing in the center of the composition, mysteriously hooded, is Amir, King of Inisthona, a compatriot of Fingal. The spirits emerge from a dreamscape,
hauntingly translucent, an example of the interest in the effects of moonlight, stars and darkness *en vogue* at the time.\textsuperscript{40} Sleeping on his harp in a dark mountainous setting, Ossian is the medium for the heroic dead. Through his storytelling and musical panegyrics, Ossian brings to life the stories of those beyond the grave. This is, after all, one of the greatest preoccupations of a druidic bard, according to Macpherson and certifiable Celtic histories.

Ingres was a figurehead of the Neoclassical movement at the Royal Academy in Paris, and a student of Jacques-Louis David (1748-1825). In comparison to David’s firmly Neoclassical paintings, such as *Oath of the Horatii* (1784) or *The Death of Socrates* (1787), Girodet’s and Ingres’ paintings appear as flights of fancy, existing in a fantastical setting between this world and the next. Stylistically, they lie somewhere between David’s staunchly narrative works and Henry Fuseli’s phantasmagoric compositions, such as *The Nightmare* (1781). Re-inventing a Celtic past in the trappings of a classical one, these paintings demonstrate a romantic theme: lost Celto-druidic arts existing in a liminal setting, in which the Bard was the perfect subject. Consequently, the Bard was used to portray the dark side of revolution, violence and death on the battlefield, heroically justified through mythic apparitions.

Ossian’s hold on the French imagination, though powerful, was short-lived, however. Ossian and druidic bards fell out of favor gradually between 1800, when Macpherson was exposed as a fraud, and Napoleon Bonaparte’s death in 1821.\textsuperscript{41} They disappear from French paintings and music almost entirely after 1850 and are never again revived on a large scale. During his French heyday, the Bard served as a symbol of societal refashioning, national pride and an iconographic tool to glorify the vagaries of battle, beloved by Napoleon Bonaparte. I suggest that it is because of Napoleon’s imaginative fixation on Ossian that the Bard was such a short-lived artistic phenomenon in France. It was a figure borrowed from Gaelic lore to portray specifically Napoleonic ambitions, and accordingly dissipated with the waning of Napoleonic influence. While the Bard may have similarly acted as a conduit for nationalistic and political ideas in Wales, the Welsh context provided more fertile ground for a neo-Celtic renaissance, as is explored below.

**Iolo Morganwg and Welsh Bardism**

Edward Williams / Iolo Morganwg, born 1747 in the Vale of Glamorgan, trained and worked as a stonemason all his life. It was not his work in stone that earned his place in history,
of course. He was a reader, a poet, a forger, a laudanum addict, a Welsh enthusiast, and a self-proclaimed bard of the ancient order. He collected medieval and modern manuscripts, so many that his tiny house was filled to overflowing, causing many manuscripts to suffer from dampness and disorder. In his later years, his addiction to laudanum induced either hallucinations or spurts of enormous creativity. He often could not tell the difference between genuine documents and those he had manufactured. In 1789 Iolo published a collection of poetry he claimed were originally written by the medieval Welsh poet, Dafydd ap Gwilym (14th century), from manuscripts he purportedly discovered. They were in fact invented by Iolo but this would not be revealed for more than a hundred years. Iolo Morganwg was sensitive to the Celtic craze both at home and abroad, and actively capitalized on it. When he was attempting to publish an ambitious work titled *History of the Druids* in 1795, it was suggested that he wait for a brokered peace between France and England, because both the publisher and Morganwg knew there was an eager audience for bardic material in France. Iolo wrote to his wife Peggy: “Stare not and wonder as much as you please, but I have it in serious contemplation to take you and the Children to Paris.” From extant records, Iolo never did visit or move to Paris, but the potential for success there was clear. The related political developments and literary trajectories in both Wales and France may have been parallel rather than intersecting, but the parallels were clear to those producing material for the neo-Celtic currents, as evidenced in Iolo’s letter to his wife.

In 1896 Owen M. Edwards, a publisher and author, finally confirmed Iolo’s publications as fraudulent, which had first been suggested by Professor J. Morris Jones a few years prior. There were three reasons for the long-delayed discrediting of Iolo’s published poems. First, Welsh scholarship and writing historically have not received as much attention as English or even Scottish works. Secondly, the poems were written in strict Welsh meter - no small feat - proving Iolo was fluent in medieval Welsh poetry. In short, Iolo was a gifted writer, and his poems were near enough in form and subject matter to medieval Welsh poetry to be convincing. In fact, Iolo’s writings are at times so convincing that a Ph.D. program at the University of Wales in Aberystwyth is currently dedicated to undoing his webs, stating: “The project sets out to explain how this flawed genius constructed a complex historical and creative synthesis in his vision of the history and significance of Wales.” Thirdly, the Welsh culture and nation needed a national history, one that was noble and dignified, and Iolo answered that need by inventing the Order of the Bards, opening the curtain to a marvelous past and a new cultural future. As the
Welsh historian Pryce Morgan has argued, “Iolo made the bard the central figure in the Welsh historical pageant.”

Along with the rest of Western Europe in the 18th-19th centuries, Wales was searching for a national identity through a nonclassical mythology. The difference between Continental Europe and Wales was that Wales indeed had a genuine, distinguished Celtic mythology and bardic tradition. Therefore the Bard was a vital element of building Welsh nationhood in a more powerful manner than the rest of Europe. Literary works such as the *Mabinogi* and the Poetry of the Princes had actual historicity and relevance. In 1764, Evan Evans published *Some Specimens of the Poetry of the Ancient Welsh Bards*, a groundbreaking collection of authentic medieval Welsh poetry. In the preface, Evans intimates it was in fact James Macpherson’s publications of Ossian’s poems that prompted him to provide a Welsh response, although Evans could produce the original manuscripts and proof of medieval pedigree. Evan Evans consciously called on Welsh poets to “take up the mantle of the bards and rally the nation, not in mourning but in rage against injustice.” Macpherson’s Ossian became a mouthpiece for the imperial ambitions and warmongering of Napoleonic France, but in Wales the Bard would rage against centuries of injustice due to British imperialism.

**The Bard as artistic impetus**

One of the earliest and consequential literary contributions to Welsh bardism was Thomas Gray’s poem *The Bard: a Pindaric Ode* (1757), a metered poem romanticizing and narrating the bardicide of King Edward I (1239-1307). The final moment, when the last bard is about to throw himself over a windswept cliff, is imagined in lines 35-48:

*On dreary Arvon’s shore they lie,*
*Smeared with gore, and ghastly pale:*
*Far, far aloof the affrighted ravens sail;*
*The famished eagle screams and passes by.*
*Dear lost companions of my tuneful art,*
*Dear, as the light that visits these sad eyes,*
*Dear, as the ruddy drops that warm my heart,*
*Ye died amidst your dying country’s cries –*
*No more I weep. They do not sleep.*
*On yonder cliffs, a grisly band,*
*I see them sit, they linger yet,*
*Avengers of their native land:*
With me in dreadful harmony they join,
And weave with bloody hands the tissue of thy line.

Thomas Gray’s poetic image of the bard was informed by paintings he saw during his travels in Italy with Horace Walpole between 1739-41. He attributed his vision of the bard partially to Raphael’s oil painting *Ezekiel’s Vision* (1518, Palatine Gallery of Palazzo Pitti, Florence) (Fig. 3), and the fresco *Moses Breaking the Law* by Parmigianino in Santa Maria della Steccata (c. 1531), Parma (Fig. 4). In both Italian paintings, the primary figures are captured in the last moment before wreaking destruction and violence, causing the calamitous end of an epoch. Moses’s fury ripples from his brow through his body, the stone tablets raised high over his head, ready to hurl them to the ground. Raphael’s God, wrapped in vengeful red, descends in his prophesied chariot to signal the end of time on earth. Gray’s bard is similarly captured in the last moment before ultimate violence and the end of an epoch, and by channelling that drama and
tragedy into his bard, Gray elevates Edward’s bardicide to Biblical proportions. Later artists transmitted the robust energy and impending doom of the Italian painters and Gray’s bard to create a potent image, sufficient to rouse Welsh rage against injustice. Whether legendary or factual, King Edward’s infamy and the destruction of the medieval bards became a rallying cry for anti-English sentiment, and the bard became a cultural and political symbol for Welsh nationalism. Spurred by the poem and increasing Welsh cultural awareness, anti-Edwardian sentiment grew so strong that by the 1790s “some of the wilder democrats in London-Welsh circles found it hard to resist the temptation to urinate on Edward I’s grave at Westminster.” Gray’s poem struck all the right chords for Welsh nationalists and Celticists and his rousing image of the bard at cliff’s edge provided the consummate subject for politicized, romanticized art production.

It was in this context that the artist Thomas Jones (1742-1893) began his career. He studied painting under the famed Welsh landscapist, Richard Wilson (1714-1782) and painted *The Bard* in 1774 (Fig. 5), which he believed was one of his ‘best’ paintings. When the painting was exhibited in 1774 it received general praise from critics, exemplified by the *Middlesex Journal*, which proclaimed it “finely romantic…a most capital piece.” Inspired by Thomas Gray’s *The Bard*, the painting captures the drama, tragedy and sentiment of the poem. A hoary-
headed sage stands upon a dark precipice, windswept and forlorn. The bard clings to his harp at
the end of his life, an emblem of the poetry, knowledge and craft that die with him. The
enormous, sensitive scenery is a product of Jones’ tutelage from Wilson. It is a blustery, craggy
cliffside, the bard at his last sunset, the summation of an era violently ended by King Edward. A
vision of Stonehenge looms in the background, which Jones visited in 1769. In the 18th century,
Stonehenge did not belong to a Neolithic past in the popular imagination, but instead to an age of
druidic rituals, a locus for the mystery and romanticism of the Celtic bards. Thomas Jones’ The
Bard introduces the image of the bard as a specifically Welsh entity. In French Ossianism the
Bard symbolized a primitif, “a dark and primal northern world inhabited by heroes and spirits
 correspond[ing] to a growing cult of subjectivity and irrationalism.” Contrastingly, in Wales
the Bard represented a repressed national history, a reason to be recognized and celebrated on a
global stage, as will be explored further below. The Bard in art epitomized the Welsh desire for
recognition as a culture and a people separate from England. It was a highly suitable and natural
choice, and forevermore a Welsh mascot.

Thomas Gray’s The Bard inspired many artistic interpretations of the same trope on this
elegiac theme that Kate Trumpener has termed the “survival in destruction” motif. This was
manifest again in The Last Bard by Philippe de Loutherbourg in 1784 (Fig. 6), likely the most
famous iteration of the motif. His work was the frontispiece for Edward Jones’s Musical and
Poetical Relations of the Welsh Bards, a significant contribution to Celtic studies. Here the Bard
is the central figure amidst a whirling wind and raging sea. The Welsh landscape presents the
very edge of existence, uncultivated and deadly. Edward’s troops cry for blood on the opposite
shore, as the Bard faces his destruction. The harp is monumental, an appropriate image for the
beginning of a book of music and poetry. The bard casts his eyes upon his impending doom,
plucking his last notes on his harp, as if in a previsioning of the loss to Welsh culture his death
represents. That a visualization of Gray’s poem should introduce a major work of Welsh history
and literature, and not some other image, speaks to its significance as a thematic lightening rod
for Welsh nationalism. Here the Bard is not a hijacked Celtic stage character as was he was in
Napoleonic Paris, but the perfect choice to represent authentic Welsh civilization to an
international audience, as exemplified by the next work to be discussed. A nearly identical Bard
materializes in John Evan Thomas’s (1810-1873) sculpture The Death of Tewdrig, 1848-1856
(Fig. 7), shown at the Great Exhibition of the Works of Industry of All Nations in Hyde Park
in 1851. Sculpted more than ninety years after Thomas Gray’s bardic poem, this work attests to the vibrant, long life of bardism and Celtic Revival in Wales. The work was originally sculpted as a submission to the Abergavenny Eisteddfod arts competition of 1848, a uniquely Welsh festival celebrating home-grown talent and culture. King Tewdrig (Tewdrig ap Teithfallt, died c. 630 CE), saint and king of Glamorgan, forcefully thrusts a cross forward at the victory over the Saxons at the Battle of Mathern. His daughter, Marchell, tenderly attends to him in his last moments. Unlike Fingal or Amir, Tewdrig almost certainly lived and ruled, as recorded in the 12th-century *Book of Llandaff*, a translation of which was published in Wales in 1840.\(^61\)

The noble king Tewdrig was coaxed out of his early retirement and sacred hermitage to protect his son and the Welsh kingdom from Saxon forces. An angel foretold the king’s fate: he would lead his men once more into battle, and upon seeing his face the enemy would flee, but not before he should receive a mortal wound. King Tewdrig cheerfully obeyed and died nobly, as the angel predicted. It is the king’s last moments that Thomas chose to depict, with a bard as the
intermediary between the event and the audience. Again situated in the liminal space between life and death, the bard stages his panegyric. The muscular, aged performer focuses all his powers as a storyteller to conjure this scene which is so lucid and complete that the characters materialize before our eyes. The Bard is the vital key in reviving Welsh history in a literal way here, he is the conduit through which Welsh history is recreated and celebrated. By presenting Welsh history in this way, Wales was granted an honored place as an independent cultural entity, particularly as it represented Wales in Queen Victoria and Albert’s Crystal Palace Exhibition for the world to see.

The Death of Tewdrig can be seen as a visual rebuttal to anti-Welsh actions taken by the English government in the four years prior to its creation. In 1844, a government report declared that the rural dwellers of Wales (70% of whom could only speak Welsh) must learn English to become prosperous and beneficial to the country at large. A Welsh legislator, William Williams, put in a complaint that the government had done little to help Welsh school children learn English. His grievances, as well as others’, resulted in the government’s Commission on Welsh Education in 1846, the publication of which became known as The Treason of the Blue Books in 1847. The Blue Books declared the Welsh a barbaric people, uncivilized and impossible to teach. It condemned the Welsh as “dirty and mendacious,” and damned Welsh women as “unchaste slatterns.”62 This did nothing to endear the English to their Welsh neighbors and rather than retreating under the flag of English authority, the Welsh struck back with a strong sense of nationhood and a revival of Celtic druidism, as commemorated in contemporary artistic endeavors. The summation of this cultural awakening was the institution of the National Eisteddfod in 1861, an arts festival and competition which relied heavily on Iolo Morganwg’s writings as guides to ceremonies and dress. Wales was recognized as a singular entity among “every civilized community and the remotest corners of the globe” that participated in the Great Exhibition, which The Times of Oct. 1851 highlighted as an opportunity to present “Welshness” to an international viewership.63 The Bard was presented masterfully in John Evan Thomas’s sculpture, first at the Eisteddfod and then at the Great Exhibition.

The final example of the persistence of the bard in art media is Henry Clarence Whaite’s The Archdruid: a Throne in a Grove (1898) (Fig. 8).64 Henry Clarence Whaite (1828–1912) was a celebrated artist and a founding member of the Royal Cambrian Academy of Art as well as a participant in the National Eisteddfod of Wales.65 Continuing in the same vein as Thomas
Jones’s *The Bard*, Whaite’s impressionistic painting contains the three essential elements of a bardic image: the ancient bard, a fantastic landscape and a megalithic circle. But in this painting these elements take on different roles than in the previous examples: the landscape becomes the primary focus while the figure of the bard is secondary. The center of the composition features a

Figure 8. Henry Clarence Whaite, *The Archdruid* (1898).
sweeping oak tree, bright like a flame, a profusion of leaves and branches twisting to fill the canvas. The oak provides a magnificent throne for the archdruid, who blends seamlessly into the roots of the tree. The stone circle is abbreviated, only a small portion visible beyond the tree’s enormous trunk. The archdruid is no longer a solitary figure, he is at the rear of a procession, the endpoint of a winding pageant. The azure robes, costumes and regalia reflect those worn by the Gorsedd bards at the eisteddfodau, which Whaite may have witnessed in person. A mustachioed prince presents himself to the archdruid, crossing his chest with a spear in a patriotic salute, perhaps returning from battle and recounting the tale. Unlike the soldiers and heroes of French Ossianic paintings, there are no contemporary allusions to fallen men. No figures are identifiable as specific individuals, as they were in Girodet’s *Ossian*. All is imagined, timeless, a gorgeous vision of the spirit of Welsh heroism and arts, a visual reverberation of Welsh cultural revival. This is the essential difference between French Ossianism and Welsh bardism: although both conflated romantic imagination with Celtic history and myth, in Wales this manifested itself as a revival of identity while in France it was a politically fueled and transient fashion.

The reversal of focus in Whaite’s paintings, from the bard himself to the landscape, may reflect a shift in the Welsh mindset. By the end of the 19th century, Wales had emerged from the shadow of England with its own national identity. The condemnatory *Blue Books* were eventually forgotten in English and Welsh consciousness, as Wales confidently rose as an independent society. The landscape could now speak for itself, and no longer needed a popular mythical icon to stand for its history and tradition. Similarly, the mystery and fame of the druidic stone circle is no longer a primary focus, it is no longer needed to represent the ancient heritage of Wales. The oak tree takes its place, like the dignified history of Wales revived. It is continually branching into new areas, and not a completed, man-made relic like Stonehenge, but an organic and evolving living legacy, with deep roots and hopeful branches.

The Bard was a historical figure, a national myth, and the key source for “bardic nationalism” in Wales.66 Iolo’s fabrications became a deeply imbedded and cherished tradition and remain so. Even Owen Edwards, who exposed Iolo as a fraud in concrete terms as mentioned above, praised Iolo’s Gorsedd in the same breath. He described Iolo’s falsified manuscripts and the consequential role of the bard in the Welsh imagination as follows:

“The Gorsedd, divested of the humbug which is too often associated with it, might serve a good purpose. It might be used to show to the thousands that frequent the Eisteddfod
how Literature and Music and Art are honoured in our Republic of Letters in an Eisteddfod that is the creation of a literary peasantry.67

Iolo Morganwg’s druidic inventions and the subsequent institution of the National Eisteddfod were crucial in re-making the Welsh as a “literary peasantry” instead of a nation of “dirty and mendacious” savages as proclaimed by the Blue Books. The eisteddfod affirmed Wales as a “Republic of Letters,” instead of a backward country with a dysfunctional language.68 The bard served as an emblem of Welsh history, the search for a shared mythology, of Welsh identity and perseverance.69 In fact, Welsh bardism was so successful at creating a storied past and proud future that the English “got in on the act,” as Jeff Strabone wrote, by co-opting Welsh bards and Scottish poetry under an umbrella “British” categorization.70 Eventually the image of the Bard in painting and sculpture faded as a primary subject matter in Welsh art, but continued in spirit well into the twentieth century, most frequently surfacing in the honorary eisteddfod chairs and awards.

Analysis and Conclusion

Despite the divergent trajectories discussed in this study, French and Welsh treatments of the Bard also shared some elements. Specifically, the setting is an important visual and metaphysical aspect in both French Ossianic and Welsh bardic art. In the examples studied in this paper (and many more besides), bards are placed in a liminal setting: an indefinable, transitory space, such as a sunset or sunrise, between life and death, or somewhere between land and sea, earth and heaven.71 In le Sueur’s opera the druids and singers were joined by a harpswell to herald the sunrise, Girodet’s and Igres’s bards were the liminal medium between this world and the spiritual, and John Evan Thomas’s bard conjured the death of Tewdrig through song. Thomas Jones’ bard eminently falls into another dimension, physically in the sea and spiritually in the afterlife. Bards therefore existed in the imagination of the Celtic twilight, forever liminal, a well-spring of national identity. Joep Leerssen has said concerning the Ossian’s liminality: “Ossian is not a member of human society but rather a remote ambassador to the ontological outer fringes, relaying messages from other spheres to his audience.”72 In the mid-18th and 19th centuries Wales and France were in demonstrable and painful flux, politically and culturally. Like the Bard, both nations were figuratively in a liminal setting. The image of the Bard in this sense could represent these fluctuating situations and give a deeper meaning to
them. In this respect, the ancient Celts and bards functioned as Juliette Wood stated, “[in] the periphery to changing geographical, political, linguistic, cultural and even spiritual centres.” It is through this bardic periphery that weighty topics were addressed, like wartime bloodshed in France or centuries of English oppression in Wales.

The search for a national identity and the desire for a northern European mythology created a cultural climate that culminated in the bardic translations and forgeries of James Macpherson and Iolo Morganwg. They inflamed the imaginations of artists in France and Wales with surprisingly different results. Why was the Bard an ideal figure to articulate the socio-political situations in both nations? In France the Bard became the visual manifestation of a romanticized nostalgia, a primitif, and a favorite of Napoleon Bonaparte, utilized as a political symbol justifying aggression. Celticism in Napoleonic France also acted as a counterbalance to the strident rationalism of the Enlightenment. In Wales the Bard was a highly charged figure, embodying Welsh anticolonial sentiments, and sparked a cultural awakening the effects of which continue to reverberate. The longevity of the Bard in Welsh painting far surpassed the French Ossian, despite Iolo and Macpherson’s shared fate as exposed frauds. This is due, in part, to the fact that Iolo’s bards were an idealized remembrance of an actual past, whereas Ossian was a mythical figure from a borrowed past, and accordingly disappeared following the death of its most ardent patron. France and Wales were nations undergoing momentous changes, and both sought a native heritage as an expression of political and social desires. These desires were fulfilled by the Bard, a contrasting symbol of nationality, resistance and liminality.
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